ON THE FAILURE OF THE CO-HOPF PROPERTY FOR SUBGROUPS OF
WORD-HYPERBOLIC GROUPS
ILYA KAPOVICH AND DANIEL T. WISE

Abstract. We provide an example of a finitely generated subgroup H of a torsion-free word-hyperbolic
group G such that H is one-ended, and H does not split over a cyclic group, and H is isomorphic to one
of its proper subgroups.

1. Introduction
A group H is said to be co-Hopfian provided that any injective endomorphism H → H is an automorphism. Many familiar groups are not co-Hopfian. For instance, any finitely generated infinite abelian
group is not co-Hopfian. Any free product of two nontrivial groups is not co-Hopfian.
Finite groups are obviously co-Hopfian, but there are more interesting examples: If M is a closed
aspherical n-dimensional manifold with χ(M ) 6= 0 then π1 M is co- Hopfian. Indeed, if ρ : M̂ → M is
a cover of M with π1 M̂ ∼
= π1 M , then M̂ is aspherical because M is aspherical, and so M̂ and M are
homotopy equivalent. But then M̂ must be a finite cover because Hn (M̂ , Z2 ) = Hn (M, Z2 ) 6= 0. And ρ
must be a degree 1 cover because, χ(M̂ ) = degree(ρ)χ(M ). One can show similarly, that if M is a finite
volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, then π1 M is co-Hopfian. There, Mostow rigidity makes the hypothesis
that χ(M ) 6= 0 unnecessary.
K.Ohshika and L.Potyagailo [OP98] studied the co-Hopf property and examples of its failure for geometrically finite groups of isometries of Hn (see also [Po97]). Recently T.Delzant and L.Potyagailo [DP98]
proved that a torsion-free geometrically finite non-elementary group G of isometries of Hn is co-Hopfian
if and only if G does not split over an elementary subgroup (possibly trivial) which has infinite index in
a maximal elementary subgroup of G.
One of the fundamental results regarding co-Hopficity is the following beautiful theorem of Z.Sela
[Sel97]:
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a torsion-free freely indecomposable non-elementary word-hyperbolic group.
Then G is co-Hopfian.
(A subgroup Γ of a word-hyperbolic group is called elementary if Γ has a cyclic subgroup of finite
index. Otherwise Γ is called non-elementary.) The proof of this theorem is very complicated and relies
heavily on the theory of JSJ decomposition for word-hyperbolic groups developed by Z.Sela in [Sel97].
However, in an earlier paper [RS94] E.Rips and Z.Sela prove a simpler theorem. Namely, they show that
if G is a non-elementary torsion-free word-hyperbolic group which admits no nontrivial cyclic splittings
then G is co-Hopfian. (In fact E.Rips and Z.Sela proved this statement for a word-hyperbolic group with
no small action on an R-tree, which by a theorem of E.Rips [BF95] for a torsion-free word-hyperbolic
group is equivalent to having no cyclic splittings.) Recall that a cyclic splitting of G is a decomposition
of G as the fundamental group of a graph of groups with cyclic edge groups.
In this note we show that the above statements do not hold for finitely generated subgroups of torsionfree word-hyperbolic groups. More precisely, we show that there is a finitely generated non-elementary
freely indecomposable subgroup H of a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group, such that H has no nontrivial
cyclic splittings and such that H is not co-Hopfian.
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If we drop the requirement that H have no cyclic splittings and just insist that H be freely indecomposable and not co-Hopfian, then Rips’s construction [Rip82] can be used to produce such examples.
Given a finitely presented group Q, Rips’ construction gives a short exact sequence 1 → N → G → Q → 1
such that N = hx, yi is two-generated and such that G is a torsion-free finitely presented C 0 ( 16 ) group
and therefore word-hyperbolic. Apply Rips’ construction to the Baumslag-Solitar group group Q = ha, t |
t−1 at = a2 i, and let â and t̂ be elements of G which map to a and t. Then the subgroup H = hN, âi is
the preimage of hai and it is conjugated by t̂ to hN, â2 i. The subgroup hN, â2 i has index 2 in H because
it is the preimage of ha2 i which is of index two in hai. Thus H is not co-Hopfian.
Observe now that N is non-elementary. Indeed, N 6= 1 since N = 1 implies G ∼
= Q, which is impossible
because the Baumslag-Solitar group Q is not word-hyperbolic. Also, if N is virtually infinite cyclic then
N is infinite cyclic itself (since G is a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group). Since N is normal in G and
is infinite cyclic, this implies that N has finite index in G [Aea91], contradicting the infiniteness of Q.
Thus N is non-elementary and therefore so is H.
Finally, it is easy to see that H is freely indecomposable since H is torsion-free and possesses a proper
finitely generated normal subgroup of infinite index, namely N [Bau66].
It turns out that one can provide such an example where H is not just freely indecomposable but also
does not split over cyclic groups. More precisely, our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.2. There exist a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group G and a subgroup H of G such that the
following holds.
(i) The group H is two-generated and non-elementary.
(ii) The group H does not admit a nontrivial cyclic splitting (and so in particular H is freely indecomposable and one-ended).
(iii) The group H is conjugate in G to a proper subgroup of itself. In particular H is not co-Hopfian.
We now describe our plan for constructing such H. We begin by giving (in Section 3) a refined analysis
of a construction used in [Wis98]. Consider the presentation
ha1 , . . . , ar | w1 , . . . , ws , at1 = v1 , . . . , atr = vr i
where wj and vi are freely and cyclically reduced words in a±1
i . And suppose that the presentation satisfies
the C 0 ( 15 ) small-cancellation condition. In [Wis98] it was shown that the subgroup H = ha1 , . . . , ar i is
not finitely presentable. In Theorem 3.1 we actually produce an explicit infinite presentation for H.
Next, we show in Theorem 4.3 that if the the presentation of G satisfies some additional assumptions
then the infinite presentation obtained for H satisfies the C(6) small-cancellation condition. Note that
any subgroup of a small-cancellation group is the fundamental group of a small-cancellation complex,
because we can take the corresponding based cover. The strength and utility of this theorem derives from
the fact that we obtain a small-cancellation presentation relative to the original finite set of generators.
(We belive that Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.3 are results of independent interest with some potential
future applications.)
This C(6) presentation is then used in Theorem 5.1 to see that the injective endomorphism of H which
is induced by conjugation by t in G is not a surjection.
Then in Theorem 5.3 we apply the theorems to the specific example
a, b, t

a = [a, b][a2, b2] · · · [a100, b100],
b = [b, a][b2, a2 ] · · · [b100, a100],

at = abab2 · · · ab100 a,
.
bt = baba2 , . . . ba100b

We use the fact that rank(H) = 2 and that H is perfect to show that H does not split over a cyclic group.
Finally, in Section 6 we outline an alternative approach for constructing an example of a non co-Hopfian
subgroup H of a word-hyperbolic group such that H has no essential cyclic splittings. (A cyclic splitting
is called essential if every edge group has infinite index in both the vertex groups corresponding to the
endpoints of this edge.) The method utilizes the fact that the free Burnside group on two generators of
exponent 667 is known to be infinite and not co-Hopfian [Adi79].
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Such a construction is of interest since, as it is observed in [Sel97], the original argument of [RS94] can
be modified to show that if G is a non-elementary torsion-free word-hyperbolic group which admits no
nontrivial essential cyclic splittings then G is co-Hopfian.
All non co-Hopfian subgroups of hyperbolic groups, constructed in this paper, are finitely generated but
not finitely presentable. This is not surprizing since the ambient hyperbolic groups in our examples are
small cancellation groups and therefore, by a theorem of S. Gersten [Ge96], all their finitely presentable
subgroups are themselves word-hyperbolic and thus covered by the result of Z.Sela.
However, N.Brady [Br95] showed that there exist finitely presentable non-hyperbolic subgroups of
word-hyperbolic groups. Thus the following question is still open and appears to be very difficult:
Problem 1.3. Let H be a torsion-free one-ended finitely presentable subgroup of a word-hyperbolic
group. Is H co-Hopfian?
A group H is said to be Hopfian if every surjective endomorphism of H is an automorphism. Z.Sela
proved in [Sel99] that every word-hyperbolic group is Hopfian. It seems reasonable to pose the following
problem:
Problem 1.4. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of a word-hyperbolic group. Is H Hopfian?
It seems that it would be difficult to produce a non-Hopfian example. Indeed, if H were not Hopfian,
then H and thus G would not be residually finite because, as proved by Malćev, every finitely generated
residually finite group is Hopfian [LS77]. It is currently unknown whether there is a word-hyperbolic
group which is not residually finite.
2. small-cancellation groups
We now review some of the basic definitions of small-cancellation theory. A more detailed account is
given in [LS77].
Let F = F (A) be a free group on A = {a1 , . . . , ar }. For every f ∈ F we denote by |f| the length of
the freely reduced word in A±1 representing f.
If w is a freely and cyclically reduced word in F (A), we define the cyclic word [w] to be the set of all
cyclic permutations of w. A freely reduced word v in F (A) is said to be a subword of the cyclic word [w]
if v is a subword of a cyclic permutation of w.
Definition 2.1 (Small-cancellation). Let P be a set of nontrivial cyclic words in A±1 closed under taking
inverses.
We say that a freely reduced word v is a piece with respect to P if at least one of the following holds:
1. v is a subword of [w] and of [z] where [w] 6= [z] and [w], [z] ∈ P .
2. for some cyclically reduced words vu0 , vu00 with u0 6= u00 we have that [vu0 ] = [vu00 ] and [vu0 ] ∈ P .
Let α > 0. We say that P satisfies the C 0 (α) small-cancellation condition if whenever a piece v is a
subword of [w] ∈ P , then |v| < α|w|.
Let n > 1 be an integer. We say that P satisfies the C(n) small-cancellation condition if no w ∈ P ,
can be represented as a concatenation of fewer than n pieces. Note that C 0 ( n1 ) ⇒ C(n + 1).
Also we say that a group presentation G = hA |Ri (where R is a set of reduced, cyclically reduced
words in A±1 ) satisfies the C 0 (α) (respectively C(n)) condition if the set {[r±1 ], r ∈ R} satisfies the
C 0 (α) (respectively C(n)) condition. Similarly, we will say that a word v is a piece with respect to the
presentation G = hA |Ri if v is a piece with respect to the set {[r±1 ], r ∈ R}.
By the standard 2-complex of a the presentation hA Ri we mean a 2-complex X such that X (1) is a
bouquet of circles on A, and the 2-cells of X are attached along paths corresponding to the relators in R.
Since π1 X ∼
= hA Ri, we will move freely between a presentation and its standard 2-complex X. Similarly,
we will move freely between words in A±1 and their corresponding combinatorial paths in X.
Let W be a word in the generators a±1
of a presentation, and suppose that W represents the identity
i
element. Then W corresponds to a path P → X where X is the standard 2-complex of the presentation.
A disc-diagram for P (or W ), is a planar, simply connected 2-complex D and a map D → X such that
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Figure 1. Illustrated above is a singular disc-diagram. The dotted path around the
disc-diagram is meant to suggest the route of the boundary cycle of the disc-diagram.
The shaded 2-cells in the diagram are complements of ≤ 3 pieces. At least two such
2-cells are guaranteed by Greendlinger’s Lemma.
the closed path P → X factors through a closed path P → ∂D ⊂ D. The map P → ∂D is a surjection,
and furthermore for each open 1-cell e of ∂D, the preimage of e in P consists of one or two open 1-cells
according as to whether or not e lies on the boundary of a 2-cell of P . It is a theorem of van Kampen
that such disc-diagrams always exist provided that P → X is null-homotopic (see [LS77]).
If the words U and V represent the same element of hA Ri, then by a disc-diagram for U = V we will
mean a disc-diagram for the word U V −1 .
A disc-diagram D → X is said to be reduced provided that the following condition holds: If C1 and
C2 are 2-cells of D which meet along a 1-cell e of D, then the boundary cycles of C1 and C2 beginning
with e (in the same direction) are sent to distinct paths in X after composing with D → X. It is a fact,
that a reduced diagrams exist for any word representing the identity in the presentation (See [LS77]).
A spur in a disc-diagram is a 1-cell which ends at a 0-cell of valence 1.
We now recall a version of Greendlinger’s Lemma which is the main tool of small-cancellation theory.
This sort of theorem was first proven in [Gre60]. A version appears in [LS77] in the ‘metric’ C 0 ( 16 ) case.
The following ‘non-metric’ version can be proven similarly, (for more details, see, for instance [MW]).
Theorem 2.2 (Greendlinger’s Lemma). Let X be the standard 2-complex of a C(6) presentation. Let
D → X be a reduced disc-diagram. Suppose that D has no spurs. Then either D consists of a single
0-cell, or D consists of a single 2-cell, or there exist at least two 2-cells C1 , C2 in D with the following
property: for each i, the boundary cycle ∂Ci is the concatenation of two paths Qi Si such that Si is a
subpath of the boundary cycle of D and Qi is the concatenation of at most 3 pieces in D.
3. Presentation for the subgroup H
We use the notation xy = x−1 yx. We let |P | denote the length of a word or combinatorial path P .
Theorem 3.1. Let G be presented by ha1 , . . . , ar , t | wj , ati = φ(ai ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ si where wj are
freely and cyclically reduced words in the a±1
i , and where φ is some endomorphism of the free group on
ai. Suppose that the presentation for G satisfies the C 0 ( 15 ) small- cancellation condition. Let H be the
subgroup generated by the ai . Then H can be presented by hai | wj,n : n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ si, where for n ≥ 0,
we define wj,n to be φn (wj ).
Proof. Let X denote the standard 2-complex of G. Consider a reduced disc-diagram D in X such that
∂D consists exclusively of ai edges.
Observe that since t does not appear on ∂D, the relators of the form ati = φ(ai ) form rings in D. We
say that a ring points outwards or inwards depending on whether its t edges are oriented towards or away
from ∂D. See Figure 2 for an illustration of some rings in D.
The fundamental point is that all rings point outwards. To see this, consider a reduced disc-diagram
D whose exterior 2-cells (meaning those 2-cells whose boundaries contain a 1-cell of ∂D) form a ring R
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Figure 2. Illustrated above is a disc-diagram in a presentation hai , t | wj , ati = vi i
where wj and vi are words in the ai (there is no small-cancellation hypothesis on the
presentation). The boundary cycle of the disc-diagram is a word in a±
i and therefore
the ati = vi relators form the shaded rings. All of the rings point outwards except for
outermost ring of the face, and the mouth.
which points inwards. Greendlinger’s lemma provides a 2-cell C in D such that the boundary cycle ∂C
of C is the concatenation of two paths U V where U is a subpath of the boundary path of D and V is the
concatenation of at most 3 pieces in X. But each exterior 2-cell of D intersects ∂D in a single ai edge,
and consequently U consists of a single ai edge. Finally, observe that since V is the concatenation of at
most 3 pieces of ∂C, we have |V | < 35 |∂C|, and so 1 = |U | > 25 |∂C| which is impossible.
We now prove the theorem by showing that any freely and cyclically reduced word P in the ai which
±1
is trivial in π1 X is actually freely equivalent to a product of conjugates of wj,n
, where the conjugators
±1
are words in the ai .
The depth of a disc-diagram is the maximum number of concentric rings. We prove the lemma by
induction on the minimal depth of a disc-diagram for P . The lemma is obviously true when the depth
of D is 0. Suppose that the statement is true when P has a disc-diagram of depth < d and consider
a disc-diagram D whose depth is d. Observe that P is the product of conjugates of outerpaths around
outermost rings of D and around 2-cells corresponding to wj±1 , and observe that the conjugators are
elements of the free group on ai . Now, any outermost ring R of D has the property that the inner
boundary of R bounds a disc diagram D0 whose depth is < d. By the inductive hypothesis, the boundary
±1
path P 0 of D0 is freely equivalent to the product of conjugates of words wj,n
where the conjugators are
±1
words in the ai . The lemma now follows because the outerpath of R is the word φ(P 0 ) which is freely
±1
equivalent to the product of conjugates of words wj,n
where the conjugators are again elements of the
free group on ai. This is because


±1
α1
±1
αk
φ (wj1 ,n1 ) · · · (wjk ,nk )
= (wj±1
)φ(α1 ) · · · (wj±1
)φ(αk)
1 ,(n1 +1)
k ,(nk +1)

Remark 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.1 actually works under the assumptions that each ai is a piece,
and that the presentation satisfies the non-metric C(6) small-cancellation condition
Remark 3.3. It was shown in [Wis98] that if the standard 2-complex of the presentation for G is
aspherical then the subgroup H is not finitely presentable and hence G is incoherent. This is the case
when the presentation for G is C(6) provided that: no relator is conjugate to another relator or to
the inverse of another relator, and none of the relators are proper powers [LS77]. In the next section,
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under some additional hypotheses on G we prove the stronger result that the presentation for H is
small-cancellation with infinitely many relators (but finitely many generators).
We conclude by giving examples which show that Theorem 3.1 can fail if we drop the small-cancellation
hypothesis.
Example 3.4. Let G = ha, b, t | [aa, bb], at = aa, bt = bbi. It is easy to see that G can also be presented
as ha, b, t | [a, b], at = aa, bt = bbi. Then G splits as an HNN extension [LS77], and one sees immediately
that H is isomorphic to Z × Z. However, the presentation for H which would be provided by Theorem 3.1
is the following ha, b | [a2n , b2n] : n ≥ 1i which is the group ha, b | [a2 , b2 ]i which one can easily show is
not isomorphic to Z × Z.
More generally, we can choose the presentation ha1 , . . . , ar | ati = φ(ai ), φ(w)i where w is a nontrivial
element of the free group on ai . When we apply Theorem 3.1 to this presentation, the derived presentation
ha1 , . . . , ar | φn (w) : n ≥ 1i is often an incorrect presentation for H because the word w which is trivial
in G may not be trivial in the derived presentation.
In particular, this can happen when G = ha1 , . . . , ar | ati = φ(ai ), φ(w)i has a more efficient smallcancellation presentation G = ha1 , . . . , ar | ati = φ(ai ), wi that is small-cancellation.
4. Small-cancellation of the presentation for H
Definition 4.1 (Immersion). We say that an endomorphism φ : F (A) −→ F (A) is an immersion if for
each ai ∈ A φ(ai) 6=F 1 and for every x, y ∈ A∪A−1 such that x 6= y−1 , we have |φ(x)φ(y)| = |φ(x)|+|φ(y)|
(that is the product φ(x) · φ(y) is freely reduced).
Immersions are a rich class of endomorphisms of F (A). For example, if φ : F (A) −→ F (A) has the
property that for every i the word φ(ai ) begins and ends with the letter ai, then φ is easily seen to be an
immersion. Note that φ : F (A) −→ F (A) is an immersion if and only if the induced map B → B is an
immersion (meaning local-injection), where B is the bouquet of circles on A.
Definition 4.2 (Condition D). Let v1 , . . . , vr , w1, . . . , ws be nontrivial, freely and cyclically reduced
words in A±1 , where s ≥ 1. We say that the sequence v1 , . . . , vr , w1 , . . . , ws satisfies condition D if
the following holds:
1. The endomorphism φ : F (A) −→ F (A) defined as φ(ai ) = vi is an immersion.
2. The infinite cyclic subgroups of F (A)
hv1 i, . . . , hvr i, hw1 i, . . . , hws i
are pairwise non-conjugate in F (A).
3. the words vi , wj are not proper powers in F (A).
4. |wj | ≥ 30 for j = 1, . . . , s.
5. The group presentation
ha1 , . . . , ar | v1 , . . . , vr , w1 , . . . , ws i
satisfies the C

0

1
( 12
)

small-cancellation condition.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose the sequence v1 , . . . , vr , w1 , . . . , ws satisfies condition D. As in the above definition, let the endomorphism φ : F (A) −→ F (A) be induced by φ(ai ) = vi , i = 1, . . . , r. Denote
wj,n = φn (wj ) for n ≥ 1 j = 1, . . . , s. We also denote wj,0 = wj for j = 1, . . . , s.
Then the following group presentation
(1)

H = ha1 , . . . , ar |wj,n = 1 for every n ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , si

satisfies the C(6) small-cancellation condition.
For the remainder of this section we assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. We will
first prove a series of auxiliary lemmas and then give the proof of Theorem 4.3 at the end of this section.
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Notation 4.4. We will use the notation a−i = a−1
and v−i = vi−1 for i = 1, . . . , r. We also denote
i
−1
w−j = wj for j = 1, . . . , s.
For every i = ±1, . . . , ±r and n ≥ 1 we let ai,n = φn (ai ). We will refer to a cyclic permutations of
wj,n as a relator of grade n for H (where n ≥ 0).
Definition 4.5 (Occurrence). Let w, u be freely reduced words in A±1 . An occurrence of u as a subword
of w is a presentation w = w0 uw00 . Two occurrences w = w0 uw00 and w = z 0 uz 00 of u in w are said to be
the same if w0 = z 0 , w00 = z 00 .
Let u be a freely reduced word and let w be a freely and cyclically reduced word. An occurrence of u
as a subword of the cyclic word [w] is a presentation w∗ = uw0 where w∗ is a cyclic permutation of w.
Two occurrences w∗ = uw0 and w∗∗ = uz 0 of u in [w] are said to be the same if w0 = z 0 .
Definition 4.6 (Residue). Let n ≥ 1 and W = φn (w) for a freely reduced word w in A±1 . Let u be a
subword of w where w = w0 uw00 . We say that the occurrence W = φn (w0 )φn (u)φn (w00 ) of φn (u) in W is
the residue of the occurrence w = w0 uw00 of u in w.
Also, in this case we will say that the occurrence φn (u)φn (w00 w0 ) of φn (u) in [W ] = [φn (u)φn (w00 w0 )]
is the residue of the occurrence uw00 w0 of u in [w] = [uw00 w0 ].
Lemma 4.7. Let w be a freely reduced word in the A±1 . Then the following holds:
1. Any occurrence of vi±1 as a subword of φ(w) is a residue in φ(w) of an occurrence of a±1
in w.
i
2. Suppose u is a nontrivial freely reduced word in A±1 . If φ(u) is a subword of φ(w) then this
occurrence of φ(u) in φ(w) is a residue of an occurrence of u as a subword of w. That is to say, if
φ(w) = y0 φ(u)y00 then w = w0 uw00 where p = φ(w0 ) and q = φ(w00 ).
Proof. Part 1 follows from the small-cancellation hypotheses D of Theorem 4.3.
Indeed, suppose some vi is a subword of φ(w) and assume that part 1 of Lemma 4.7 does not hold in
this case. Let w = x1 . . . xs where xk ∈ A±1 be the freely reduced form of w in F (A). Let Vk = φ(xk )
for each k. Since φ is an immersion, the word φ(w) = V1 . . . Vs is freely reduced in F (A) as well.
1
The C 0 ( 12
) assumption in Condition D implies that the subword vi of φ(w) cannot be contained and
cannot contain any Vk . Thus vi = v0 v00 where v0 , v00 are nonempty words such that v0 is a terminal
segment of Vk and v00 is an initial segment of Vk+1 for some k. One of the words v0 , v00 has length at least
half of |vi |. We will assume that |v0 | ≥ (1/2)|vi| and it will be clear that the opposite case is completely
analogous.
Thus |v0 | ≥ (1/2)|vi| and v0 is an initial segment of vi = φ(ai) = v0 v00 and is a terminal segment of
1
Vk = φ(xk ) = uv0 . By the C 0 ( 12
) condition v0 is not a piece, which means that v0 v00 = v0 u and v00 = u.
Thus φ(xk ) = v00 v0 and φ(ai ) = v0 v00 . That is φ(xk ) is a cyclic permutation of φ(ai ).
±1
We have assumed that all the words vj is not a cyclic permutation of vm
for j 6= m. Since a word in a
free group cannot be a cyclic permutation of its inverse, this means that xk = ai and v0 v00 = v00 v0 . Since
both v0 , v00 are nontrivial and the word v0 v00 is freely reduced in F (A), the equality [v0 , v00 ] = 1 means
that v0 , v00 are powers of the same element in F (A), and so vi = φ(ai) is a proper power, contrary to our
assumptions in Condition D. Thus Part 1 of Lemma 4.7 has been proved.
It is now easy to see that Part 1 implies Part 2.
Lemma 4.8. Let n ≥ 1. Suppose that for some freely reduced words u, w in A±1 , φn (u) is a subword
of φn (w). Then this subword is a residue of an occurrence of u as a subword of w. To be precise, if
φn (w) = W 0 φn (u)W 00 then w = w0 uw00 with φn (w0 ) = W 0 and φn (w00 ) = W 00 .
Proof. We will prove this statement by induction on n. For n = 1 it immediately follows from Lemma 4.7.
Let n > 1 and suppose that the statement has been proved for all smaller values of n. Thus φ(φn−1(u))
is a subword of φ(φn−1(w)), that is φ(φn−1 (w)) = W 0 φ(φn−1(w))W 00 . Denote α = φn−1 (w) and β =
φn−1(w). By induction α = α0 βα00 where φ(α0 ) = W 0 and φ(α00 ) = W 00 .
Since β = φn−1 (v) is a subword of α = φn−1 (w) the inductive hypothesis also implies that w = w0 uw00
with φn−1 (w0 ) = α0 and φn−1 (w00 ) = α00 . Together with φ(α0 ) = W 0 and φ(α00 ) = W 00 this implies that
φn (w0 ) = W 0 and φn (w00 ) = W 00 as required.
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Lemma 4.9. Suppose that for some n ≥ 1 and i = ±1, . . . , ±r the word ai,n is a subword of the cyclic
word [wj,n]. Then this occurrence of ai,n is the residue in wj,n of some occurrence of ai in [wj ].
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 4.8, since if ain is a subword of the cyclic word [wj,n ] then ain is
a subword of the word wj,n wj,n = φn (wj2 ).
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that for a non-trivial freely reduced word u in A±1 the word φn (u) is a subword
of a cyclic word [wj,n], where n ≥ 1. Then this occurrence of φn (u) is the residue of an occurrence of u
as a subword of a cyclic word [wj ].
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.11. Let u be a nontrivial freely reduced in A±1 . Then for m > n ≥ 1, the word φm (u) is not
a subword of [wj,n].
Proof. Suppose φm (u) = φn (φm−n (u)) is a subword of the cyclic word [wj,n ]. By Lemma 4.10, φm−n (u)
is a subword of [wj ]. Since m − n > 0 and u is non-trivial, this means that some vi is a subword of [wj ].
This obviously contradicts the small-cancellation hypothesis in Theorem 4.3.
Lemma 4.12 (Overlap with identical grade). Let n ≥ 1 and let w be a subword of both [wj,n] and [wk,n],
and assume that if j = k then the occurrences of w are distinct. Suppose u is a subword of [wj ] such that
its residue φn (u) is contained in w.
1
Then |u| < 12
|wj |.
Proof. Lemma 4.10 implies that the word φn (u), considered as a subword [wk,n], corresponds to the image
of a subword u of [wk ]. Thus u is a subword of both [wj ] and [wk ]. If j 6= k then by the small-cancellation
hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 we have |u| < (1/12)|wj | as required. A similar argument holds if k = j.
Lemma 4.13. Let m > n ≥ 1. Suppose that for some nontrivial freely reduced u the word φn (u) occurs
as a subword of a cyclic word [wj,m]. Then u is a subword of the cyclic word [φm−n (wj )].
Proof. Since wj,m = φn (φm−n (wj )), this Lemma is an easy corollary of Lemma 4.8.
Lemma 4.14 (Overlap with higher grade). Let m > n ≥ 1. Let p be a word which occurs as a subword
of both the cyclic words [wj,n ] and [wk,m].
Then for any subword u of [wj ] such that φn (u) is a subword of p, we have |u| < (1/6)|wj |.
Proof. Suppose that u is a subword of [wj ] such that φn (u) is contained in p. Then by Lemma 4.13 the
word u is a subword of the cyclic word [φm−n (wk )]. Hence u is a subword of a word in v1 , . . . , vr . No vi
can be a subword of [wj ] thus of u, by the small-cancellation assumption D.
Thus u is a subword of the concatenation vq vs , q 6= −s. Therefore at least half of u is an initial (or
terminal) segment of some vi. Consequently, at least half of u is a subword of [wj ] and [vi]. Hence by
the small-cancellation hypothesis |u|/2 < (1/12)|wj | and so |u| < (1/6)|wj |, as required.
Lemma 4.15 (Pieces in grade > 1 relators). Let n ≥ 1. Suppose w is a subword of a cyclic word [wj,n]
and that w is a piece with respect to presentation (1). Then if u is a subword of a cyclic word [wj ] and
φn (u) is a subword of w then |u| < (1/6)|wj |.
Proof. The subword w of the cyclic word [wj,n ] can arise as a piece in four ways.
First, suppose that w is a piece because it occurs in another way as a subword of a grade n relator.
Then by Lemma 4.12 |u| < (1/6)|wj |.
Second, suppose that w is a piece because it occurs as a subword of a grade m relator where m > n.
Then by Lemma 4.14 |u| < (1/6)|wj |.
Third, suppose that w is a piece because it occurs as a subword of a grade m relator where 1 ≤ m < n.
Then by Lemma 4.12 u must be the empty subword.
Forth, suppose that w is a piece because it occurs as a subword of a cyclic word [wk ]. By the smallcancellation hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 a word vi cannot be a subword of a cyclic word [wk ]. It follows
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that if u is nontrivial then w cannot contain φn (u) because φn (u) is a nontrivial freely reduced word in
v1 , . . . , vr . Therefore u is the empty word.
Thus in all four cases Lemma 4.15 holds.
Lemma 4.16 (Piece in grade 0 relator). Let p be a subword of a cyclic word [wj ] such that p is a piece
with respect to presentation (1). Then |p| < (1/6)|wj |.
Proof. If p is a piece because it is a subword of another grade zero relator then |p| < (1/12)|wj | by the
small-cancellation hypothesis of Theorem 4.3.
Suppose now that p is a piece because it occurs as a subword of [wk,n] for n > 1 and k = ±1, . . . , ±s.
Since p is a subword of [wj ], the small-cancellation condition D implies that vi cannot occur as a subword
of p. But p is a subword of [wk,n], which is a word in v±1 , . . . , v±r (since n ≥ 1). Hence p is a subword of
the concatenation vs vq for s 6= −q. Therefore at least half of p is an initial or terminal segment of one of
vi . So at least a half of p is a subword of both [wj ] and [vi ]. Hence by the small-cancellation hypothesis
of Theorem 4.3 (1/2)|p| < (1/12)|wj | and so |p| < (1/6)|wj |, as required.
The following proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Proposition 4.17. Presentation (1) satisfies the C(6) small-cancellation condition.
Proof. We first consider the case where w is a cyclic permutation of wj,n for n ≥ 1, j = ±1, . . . , ±s.
Suppose that w is a product p1 · · · pd of fewer than six pieces, so that d ≤ 5. For 1 ≤ i ≤ d, there is a
largest subword ui of [wj ] such that φn (ui ) is a subword of pi . It is easy to see that for 1 ≤ i < d, there
is at most one letter in wj between ui and P
ui+1 , and similarly at most one letter between ud and u0 in
the cyclic word [wj ]. It follows that |wj | ≤ 1≤i≤d (|ui| + 1). Note that by Lemma 4.15 |ui| < 16 |wj | for
each i and that d ≤ 5 by our assumption.
This implies that |wj | < 56 |wj | + 5, 6|wj | < 5|wj | + 30 and hence |wj | < 30 which contradicts the final
hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 that |wj | ≥ 30.
Suppose now that w is a cyclic permutation of wj and that w is a product of fewer than six pieces
(with respect to presentation (1).) By Lemma 4.16 each of these pieces has length less than (1/6)|wj |.
Therefore their total length is less than (5/6)|wj | < |wj | which is impossible.
5. Failure of Co-Hopficity
Theorem 5.1. Let s ≥ 1 and let w1 , . . . , ws be freely and cyclically reduced, root-free words in F (A) such
[wk ] 6= [wj±1 ] for k 6= j. Let φ : F (A) −→ F (A), φ(ai) = vi for i = 1, . . . , r, be an immersion.
Let G be a group given by the presentation
(2)

G = ha1 , . . . , ar , t | wj , ati = vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ si

Suppose that this presentation of G satisfies the C 0 (1/26) small cancellation condition. Suppose also that
|wj | > 30 for j = 1, . . . , s and |vi| > 36 for i = 1, . . . , r and that each letter ai occurs in at least one of
wj .
Let H = ha1 , . . . , ar i ⊂ G.
Then H t = hv1 , . . . , vr i ( H. In particular H is not co-Hopfian.
Proof. Note first that the sequence v1 , . . . , vr , w1 , . . . , ws satisfies Condition D. Indeed, vi cannot be a
proper power and vi is not conjugate to vj±1 (for i 6= j) because the presentation of G is satisfies the
C 0 (1/26) condition. For the same reason vi is not a cyclic permutation of wj±1 . Also, by assumption wj
is not a cyclic permutation of wk±1 when j 6= k and the elements wj are not proper powers. Hence the
infinite cyclic subgroups hv1 i, . . . , hvr i, hw1 i, . . . , hws i are pairwise non-conjugate in F (A).
It is easy to see that the set P = {[v1±1 ], . . . , [vr±1 ], [w1±1], . . . , [ws±1 ]} satisfies the C 0 (1/12) smallcancellation condition.
Indeed, if u is a piece with respect to P then at least half of u is a piece with respect to presentation (2).
If u is a piece with respect to P by virtue of being a subword of [vi±1 ] then
(1/2)|u| < (1/26)(|t−1ai tvi−1 |) = (1/26)(|vi| + 3)
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which implies |u| < (1/12)|vi| since |vi| > 36. If u is a piece with respect to P because u is a subword
of [wj±1 ] then (1/2)|u| < (1/26)|wj | and hence |u| < (1/13)|wj | < (1/12)|wj |. Thus P indeed satisfies the
C 0 (1/12) condition and we have verified Condition D.
Therefore both Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.3 apply. That is, H has presentation (1) and this presentation satisfies condition C(6).
We will show that H t 6= H by proving that a1 6∈ H t . Arguing by contradiction, suppose that a1 ∈ H t .
Then for some freely reduced word f in the a±
i , we have a1 = φ(f) in G (and so in H). Among
all such words we choose f such that the relation a−1
1 φ(f) = 1 has the smallest area with respect to
presentation (1) of H.
Consider a disc diagram D over presentation (1) of H for the relation a−1
1 φ(f) = 1.
First observe that D has at least one 2-cell. Indeed, if D is a tree, then a1 is freely equivalent to φ(f).
But φ is an immersion, and so φ(f) is already freely reduced, and consequently |φ(f)| > 36 since by
hypothesis |φ(ai)| = |vi | ≥ 36. Thus it is impossible for φ(f) and a1 to be the same word.
Because φ is an immersion, the word φ(f) corresponds to an immersed path in the standard 2-complex
XH of the presentation for H. It follows that the disc diagram for a−1
1 φ(f) = 1 can have at most one
spur, and this spur occurs at one endpoint of the obvious a1 edge in ∂D.
−1
To be more precise, let φ(f) = vi1 . . . vit . Then the word a−1
1 φ(f) = a1 vi1 . . . vit is close to being
cyclically reduced, since the small-cancellation hypothesis on vi implies that the free cancellation in the
product vit a−1
1 vi1 involves at most one third of vi1 and vit . Since φ is an immersion, the word vvi1 . . . vit
is already freely reduced. Thus D indeed can have at most one spur which ends at one of the endpoints
of the a1 edge in the boundary of D and which is the last edge in an arc of edges which is of length at
most (1/3) min{|vi1 , vit |}.
We let D0 be the largest subdiagram of D which contains no spurs. In particular D can be obtained
from D0 by adding a (possibly trivial) arc of edges at some point p in ∂D0 . (If D already has no spurs
we choose p to be the vertex in ∂D corresponding to the start of the path a−1
1 φ(f).)
We now apply Greendlinger’s Lemma to the diagram D0 to obtain a pair of 2-cells C1 and C2 with the
property that for each i, ∂Ci intersects ∂D0 in a subpath Qi of the boundary cycle of D0 . Furthermore,
for each i, the complement of Qi in ∂Ci is a path Si which is the concatenation of at most three pieces
in D0 . In case D = D0 then the a1 edge can be contained in the interior of at most one of Q1 and Q2 .
Similarly, if D 6= D0 then the point p cannot be contained in the interior of both Q1 and Q2 . Therefore,
we can assume that neither the a1 edge nor the point p (in case D has a spur) is contained in the interior
of the Q1 path. It follows that Q1 is a subpath of the boundary cycle of D and Q1 does not contain the
a1 edge in its interior.
Now the path S1 is the concatenation of at most three pieces in D and hence in XH . By the C(6)
condition, the path Q1 is not the concatenation of fewer than three pieces of XH . It follows that the
path Q1 must contain at least one complete vi subpath. Indeed, if Q1 contained only parts of vi words,
then it could consist of the concatenation of at most two such parts, but since each such part is a piece,
it would be the concatenation of at most two pieces which is impossible.
We note that C1 must correspond to a relator wj,n where n ≥ 1. Indeed, vi cannot be a subword of
1
the cyclic word wj,n because then vi would be a long piece of ati = vi which would violate the C 0 ( 26
)
condition on the presentation for G. Consequently we can assume that C1 corresponds to a relator wj,n
where n ≥ 1.
Since n ≥ 1, the boundary cycle of C1 corresponds to a certain relation vi = φ(g) where g is a certain
subword of wj,(n−1), and we are careful to choose the vi corresponding to the vi path in ∂D that we have
specified above. In a corresponding fashion, the relator wj,(n−1) corresponds to a relation ai = g.
By pushing the vi path inwards, towards the φ(g) path in ∂C1 , we obtain a retraction of C1 onto
∂C1 − vi , and this induces a retraction of D onto a new disc-diagram D̄ with smaller area. Furthermore,
since we have only changed the boundary cycle of D by substituting φ(g) for φ(ai ), we see that D̄ is a
disc-diagram for the relation a1 = φ(f¯) where f¯ is obtained from f by substituting g for the occurrence
of the ai in f that corresponds to the vi path in ∂D.
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Figure 3. Illustrated above is a disc-diagram D for the proof of Theorem 5.1 in the
case where D has a spur. The subdiagram D̄ is the part of the disc-diagram to the right
of the 0-cell labelled ‘p’. The path Q1 travels along the 0-cells labelled 2, 3, 4, 5. The
path S1 travels along the 0-cell labelled 2, 7, 8, 5. The specific vi path that is of interest
in the proof is the subpath of Q1 whose endpoints are 3, 4. The cell C1 retracts onto
the part of ∂C1 which is the path traveling along 3, 2, 7, 8, 5, 4. The new diagram D̄ is
obtained from D by removing the open 2-cell C1 and removing the interior of the vi path.
¯
The boundary path for D̄ is the path a−1
1 φ(f) which is indicated by the dotted path.
−1
¯
It is identical to a1 φ(f) except near C1 . The difference is that the old boundary path
travels along the 0-cells 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, but the new boundary path travels along
1, 2, 3, 2, 7, 8, 5, 4, 5, 6.
This provides the desired contradiction of the minimality of area of D. Specifically, if we freely reduce
f¯ to obtain a word y, then a disc-diagram for the relation a1 = φ(y) can be obtained from D̄ by pushing
the spurs of D̄ inwards.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a two-generated non-elementary subgroup of a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group.
(a) If the abelianisation of G is finite then G has no nontrivial essential cyclic splittings.
(b) If the abelianisation of G is trivial then G has no nontrivial cyclic splittings.
Proof. (a) Suppose first G has finite abelianization. Since G is two-generated and torsion-free, this
implies that G is freely indecomposable. Observe that if H splits as an HNN extension then the obvious
retraction map onto the cyclic subgroup generated by the stable letter gives a surjection H → Z which
is impossible because the abelianization of H is finite.
Suppose that H admits a nontrivial essential cyclic splitting. Since H is not an HNN-extension, this
implies that H = A ∗C B where C = hci is an infinite cyclic group which has infinite index in both A and
B.
Assume first that C is a maximal cyclic subgroup of both A and B. Since A and B are subgroups of
a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group, this implies that C is malnormal in both A and B [KM98]. Thus
G = A ∗C B, where C is a malnormal and proper subgroup of both factors. Therefore by a theorem of
Karrass and Solitar [KS71] G cannot be generated by two elements, contrary to our assumption.
Assume now that C is maximal in one of the factors, but not in the other. Say c = an = b where
n > 1 and where hai, hbi are maximal cyclic subgroups of A and B respectively. Again, by maximality,
hai is malnormal in A and hbi is malnormal in B.
Then
G = A ∗an =b B = A ∗a=z (hzi ∗zn =b B) = A ∗a=z B 0
Note that now the infinite cyclic subgroup hai is maximal in both A and B 0 which is impossible by the
previous case.
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Assume now that C is not maximal cyclic in either of A, B. Then c = an = bm where n > 1, m > 1
and where hai, hbi are maximal cyclic subgroups of A and B respectively. Thus G = A ∗an =bm B. In this
case it is easy to see that han , abi ∼
= Z × Z which is impossible since G is a subgroup of a word-hyperbolic
group.
Thus G does not admit an essential cyclic splitting.
(b) Suppose now that G has trivial abelianization.
By (a) we already know that G has no essential cyclic splittings. Suppose, however, that G has a
nontrivial cyclic splitting.
We know by the argument in the proof of (a) that G cannot split as an HNN-extension.
Then G can be represented as a nontrivial amalgamated free product G = A ∗C B where C is infinite
cyclic and has finite index (greater than one) in at least one of the factors, say B. Thus G has the form
G = A ∗a=cn hci where hci is an infinite cyclic group and n > 1. Hence the quotient of G by the normal
closure of A is a finite cyclic subgroup of order n. This contradicts our assumption that G has trivial
abelianization.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper (c.f. Theorem 1.2):
Theorem 5.3. There exist a torsion-free C 0 (1/26) (and so word-hyperbolic) group G and a subgroup H
of G such that the following holds.
(i) The group H is two-generated and non-elementary.
(ii) The group H does not admit a nontrivial cyclic splitting (and so in particular H is freely indecomposable and one-ended).
(iii) The group H is conjugate in G to a proper subgroup of itself. Thus H is not co-Hopfian.
Proof. We apply Theorem 5.1 to the presentation
G = a1 , a2 , t

a = [a, b][a2, b2 ] · · · [a100, b100],
b = [b, a][b2, a2 ] · · · [b100, a100],

at = abab2 · · · ab100a,
.
bt = baba2 , . . . ba100 b

We leave it to the reader to verify that the presentation above satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1
and therefore H = ha, bi 6= H t ⊂ H and so H is not co-Hopfian. Note that H is not elementary because
by Remark 3.3, H is not finitely presentable.
The above presentation of G obviously implies that H is perfect, that is, H has trivial abelianization.
Therefore by Lemma 5.2 H has no nontrivial cyclic splitttings.
6. An alternative construction.
The key point on the proof of Theorem 5.1 was to show that the two-generated subgroup H of G had
trivial abelianization. This guaranteed that H did not split over Z.
However, if one only needs for G to have no essential splittings over Z, then a more direct argument
is available. Namely, we can construct a torsion-free small-cancellation group G and a non-elementary
subgroup H of G so that H t ≤ H for some t ∈ G, the abelianization of H is finite and there is a certain
homomorphic image of G such that the images of H and H t are easily seen to be distinct. This shows
that H 6= H t and so H is not co-Hopfian.
We will give a sketch of this argument below.
The following statement is a corollary of the result of S.Adian (see the proof of Theorem 3.7, section
VI, [Adi79]).
Lemma 6.1. Let B(2, 667) = ha, b | f 667 = 1, f ∈ F (a, b)i be the free Burnside group of rank two and
exponent 667. Then B(2, 667) is infinite and not co-Hopfian. In particular, for the freely reduced words
α = bab−1 , β = b2 ab−2 the subgroup of B(2, 667) generated by α, β is proper in B(2, 667) and isomorphic
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to B(2, 667) under the map
ψ :B(2, 667) −→ B(2, 667)
ψ(a) = bab−1 , ψ(b) = b2 ab−2
We will fix the words α = aba−1 , β = a2 ba−2 provided by the Lemma 6.1 till the end of this section.
Theorem 6.2. Let G be the group given by the presentation
(3)

G = ha, b, t | t−1at = W1 , t−1 bx = W2 , U1 = 1, U2 = 1i

where the words W1 , W2 , U1 , U2 are chosen so that:
1. The words W1 and W2 are of the form W1 = aba−1 V1 . . . Vm and W2 = a2 ba−2 Vm+1 . . . Vn where
all Vi are 667-th powers of some words in F (a, b).
2. The words U1 and U2 are products of 667-th powers of some words in F (a, b), but U1 and U2 are
not themselves proper powers in F (a, b), and the group given by the presentation
ha, b | [a, b] = 1, U1 = 1, U2 = 1i
is finite.
3. Presentation (3) satisfies the C 0 (1/6) small cancellation condition, so that the group G is torsionfree word-hyperbolic.
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by a, b and let L be the subgroup of G generated by W1 , W2 , that is
L = H t.
Then H is one-ended and does not split essentially over Z. Moreover L = H t  H and so H is not
co-Hopfian.
Proof. Note that H is not infinite cyclic. Indeed, if it is an infinite cyclic group then [at , bt ] = 1 implies
[a, b] = 1. However the word [a, b] = a−1 b−1 ab has length four and it cannot contain more than a half of
a defining relator of G, giving a contradiction.
Thus H is not infinite cyclic and so H is non-elementary. Note also that by the choice of U1 , U2 the
group H has finite abelianization.
This implies that H is one-ended. Indeed, if H has infinitely many ends, then H splits as a nontrivial
free product H = A ∗ B (since H is torsion-free). Since H is two-generated, Gruschko’s theorem implies
that both A and B are one-generated, that is infinite cyclic. Then H is a free group of rank two, which
contradicts the fact that the abelianization of H is finite.
Since H is a two-generated, freely indecomposable subgroup of a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group
and H has finite abelianization, Lemma 5.2 implies that H admits no nontrivial essential cyclic splittings.
It remains to establish that H 6= H t .
Let Ḡ be the quotient of G obtained by factoring the normal subgroup of G generated by all words
f 667 where f ∈ F (a, b). Let ρ : G −→ Ḡ be the associated canonical epimorphism. For g ∈ G we will
denote ρ(g) by ḡ. Also denote H̄ = ρ(H), L̄ = ρ(L). Then the group Ḡ has the following presentation:
(4)

Ḡ = hā, b̄, t̄ | (t̄)−1 āt̄ = ᾱ, (t̄)−1 b̄t̄ = β̄, f¯667 = 1 : ∀f¯ ∈ F (ā, b̄)i

Moreover H̄ = hā, b̄i and L̄ = hᾱ, β̄i. By the choice of α, β in Lemma 6.1 both groups hā, b̄i and hᾱ, β̄i
are isomorphic to the free Burnside group B(2, 667), hᾱ, β̄i  hā, b̄i and presentation (4) is a strictly
ascending HNN-extension of B(2, 667). In particular, we have L̄  H̄ and hence H t = L  H. Thus H
is not co-Hopfian and Theorem 6.2 is proved.
Remark 6.3. The proof of our main result, Theorem 1.2, could probably have been significantly simplified if there existed a two-generated finitely presentable group Q which is not co-Hopfian and which has
trivial abelianization. (A variation of Rips’ construction could possibly be used then.) At the moment,
however, we do not know of any such examples and they seem to be difficult to construct. Even if one
drops the requirement of finite presentability, then the two-generated subgroup H provided in the proof of
Theorem 1.2 appears to be the first such example. Moreover, even if one further relaxes the restriction on
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such a group, allowing the abelianization to be finite rather than trivial, there are few available examples.
Basically they all come from the difficult result of S.Adian [Adi79], mentioned above, which states that
many free Burnside groups are not co-Hopf. For example, the group B(2, 667) is not co-Hopf and it has
finite but nontrivial abelianization.
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